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13 April
Treasuries rose as the yield premium they offer over German debt was 
almost the most since 1989, burnishing the appeal of U.S. government 
debt.

Marathon Asset Management LP’s Bruce Richards says his firm is 
ramping up investment in Europe on bets that central-bank easing, a 
depreciating euro and the plunge in oil prices will buoy the region’s 
growth.

A new report on water insecurity says floods and drought amid climate 
change and a lack of investment in reliable water supplies is weighing 
on the global economy by tens of billions of dollars a year.

For the first time in at least four years, it’s not Glencore Plc’s coal deal 
with a Japanese utility that’s determining industry prices in Asia.

14 April
Ares Management LP, the buyout and credit firm run by billionaire 
Tony Ressler, is targeting about $5.5 billion for its next private equity 
fund, two people with knowledge of the plans said.

When it comes to taxes, corporate America is getting a bit less 
corporate. And a bit less American.

Over the last four years, the title of world’s top ethanol exporter has 
changed hands three times: The U.S. took it from Brazil in 2011, lost it 
back a year later and retook it again in 2014.

New Zealand’s central bank said it’s assessing how to curb lending to 
property investors to help slow a rampant Auckland housing market as 
low inflation makes raising interest rates inappropriate.

16 April
European regulators taking aim at Google Inc.’s online shopping 
tool are reacting late to a market that already has adjusted to swiftly 
changing consumer habits.

Treasuries and U.S. government-related bonds are likely be the 
only collateral covered when financial institutions begin offering 
centralized trade clearing in the short-term market for borrowing and 
lending debt.

Alexander Zakharchenko, the 39-year-old leader of the self-proclaimed 
Donetsk People’s Republic, says he’s been wounded three times in 
the conflict between his rebel region and Ukraine’s government. He’s 
preparing for more war.

China’s success in lining up 57 countries for a new infrastructure bank 
is piling pressure on the U.S. and Japan to advance a Pacific trade 
deal seen as critical for the allies to remain a center of gravity in Asia.

17 April
Willis Group Holdings Plc’s Rafal Walkiewicz and Michael Guo, who 
were promoted last week to lead the investment-banking operation, 
are focusing on Asia as they vie with Wall Street in advising insurance 
takeovers.

Saudi Arabian stocks rose the most in four months after the kingdom 
said foreigners will be able to access its stock market directly from 
mid-June and as Saudi Basic Industries Corp.’s profit beat estimates. 
Dubai shares fell.

With OPEC ceding control for the first time since the 1980s, U.S. shale 
oil has been anointed the world’s new “swing producer” by everyone 
from ConocoPhillips and Goldman Sachs Group Inc. to former Fed 
Chairman Alan Greenspan.

Japan and the U.S. made progress on contentious trade topics in the 
past week and the countries’ top negotiators will continue to work on 
outstanding issues early Monday, Japanese Economy Minister Akira 
Amari said.

15 April
Tokio Marine Holdings Inc., one of Japan’s oldest insurers, is joining its 
Chinese peers in investing in property overseas -- but with a twist.

A few months after snapping up the most heavily discounted Mexican 
oil in 20 years, Asian refiners are discovering some of these bargains 
may have been tainted.

Malaysia’s ringgit gained the most since September 2013 as the dollar 
extended losses after disappointing U.S. data prompted traders to 
pare rate-increase bets.

South Korea’s won rose the most in three weeks and three-year 
government bonds advanced on speculation the U.S. will push back 
interest-rate increases and as policy makers in Europe add stimulus.
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